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All rights reserved. 2018 Copyright ©pycker.com this article for the 2017 film. For other uses, see Chunkz (illustration). 2017 Film by Omar LuluPostanderDirected by Omar LuluProduced by Vaishak RajanWritten by Joseph VijeeshSanoop ThykoodamCharles Georgezh KiakkambalamStarringHoney RoseBalu VargheseDharma BoljangattyGanapathi S. PoduwalVishak ErueLalesh Kanaranesh
Kanaraneena Michael KurisingAlMusic ByGopi SundarCinematographyAlEd byDilip DenniesProductioncompy Vaishaka CynymaDistributed ByVaishaka CynymaRelease date 4 August 2017 (2017-08-04) CountryIndiaIndiaMalayaBox Written 21 Crore[1] Rentz is a Comedy in Malayaindian 2017 written and directed by Omar Lulu. Starring Asal Rose and Balu Varghese in the main roles, this film is produced
by Rajan Vichak. [2] The script is written by the first Anish Hamid and Sanup Thykoodam. [3] Omar Lulu's second film after A happy wedding,[4] was released on August 4, 2017. [5] The plot story is all about four friends of Romario (Palo Varghese), Rhea (Ganapathi S. Podoval), Yoda (Veshak Nair) and Thimam (Darmaghan Bulgati). The story develops into a new twist when Romario's childish friend Rhea
(Rose Honey) comes to their university to study. The four friends were trying so hard to court Ria at the time, Rhea and Romario left to Goa and sent his friends pictures that were actually forged and had to make them think they had sex at the hotel. Meanwhile, Rhea's brother points her there, takes her home and tells her father about it. Later, it turned out to be as if Rhea was pregnant and should marry
her Roamrio. Romario admits to his friends that nothing like this has happened, but they don't believe him at first. Later it was revealed that it was Riya who tricked her father that she was pregnant, to marry Romario. In the past it was revealed that it was Romario who brought her from Bangalore to Kerala in order to marry her and become rich. Later they get married. Honey Rose is cast as Rhea
Pappachan/Binky Palo Varghis as Romario Varghese's friend As Pappachan as Varkichan, the father of Romario Darmajan Bulgati as Athmaram K. T./ Athmavu Veschak Nair in like Yodas Thaddeus / Dasaban Ganapati in As Reyes Marina Michael as Shirin Harish Perumana as Preman Remia Fenner in Julie Miss Reina Bashir in As Mary Ka in Drislash in 0 Freddy Anjali Nair at 1000 1000 000 0 1000
1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000,000 Ryey rony as Riya's Yan Yan friend Ria Resia received in mostly negative reviews from critics. Times of India rated the film 2.5/5 watch Chunkzz if you can appreciate a few adult jokes, without thinking too much about logic in the story line. [7] Manora Online rated the film 2.5/5 and is called a powerful drink of fun, fun and
friendship. [8] Filmibeat rated the film 2.5/5 and is called fun-filled artist who accurately intends for young people Sify rated the film as a Lowbrow comedy and Said Chunkzz is filled with dual-sense dialogues and sexism at the core. It has low-level adult-only related comedy. If your idea of comedy is on those lines, buy a ticket right away. [10] A Erkuts evaluated the film 2.25/5 and said that the major piece of
humor in a Santz would please the youth. [11] The Disney Chronicle rated the film 1.5/5 and is called an overdose of sexual jokes. [12] The New Indian Express rated the film as 'an adult comedy in an artist's costume'. [13] Anna MM Vetticad of Firstpost found the film so bad and misogynistic that she refused to evaluate the film, and instead wrote a review of the film in the form of a satirical poem that noted
that the film was not even worth our ridicule. [14] References to ഷനിൽ ഒ ാമൻ ച ്സ്; േബാ ്ഓഫീസ് റിേ ാർ ്. Manorama Online. September 9, 2017. ^ Chunkzz (Chunkzz Cast) Story, Chunkzz Movie Story, Plot, Synopsis, Review, Preview – FilmiBeat. My movie Is Pete. ^ Omar Lulu's next happy wedding titled as Chunkzz. onlookersmedia.in. ^ Omar Lulu Chunkzz is a road trip movie. ^ Chunkzz (Chunkzz
Cast) Malayalam Movie, Chunkzz Movie Review, Wiki, Story, Release Date - FilmiBeat. My movie Is Pete. ^ Quintet (August 3, 2017). Chunkzz Malayalam Movie Review, Chunkzz Rating (3/5) – QuintDaily. ^ Chunkzz movie review, trailer, shows timings in Times of India. The Times of India has accessed it on September 5, 2017. ^ Chunkzz review: A powerful drink of fun, fun and friendship.
manoramaonline.com. Accessed September 5, 2017. ^ Chunkzz Movie Review: Strictly For A Young Audience!. filmibeat.com. August 4, 2017. Accessed September 5, 2017. ^ Review: Chunkzz Review: Lowbrow Comedy. sify.com. Accessed September 5, 2017. ^ Chunkzz (aka) Chunkz review. (Behind the Woods) seen on September 5, 2017. ^ Chunkzz Movie Review: An Overdose of Sexual Jokes.
(Decan Chronicle) August 6, 2017. Accessed September 5, 2017. ^ Chunkzz: Adult comedy in an artist's costume. The new Indian Express. Accessed September 5, 2017. ^ Chunkzz Movie Review: Boyzz and Yyzz sickozz will be sickozz- Entertainment News, Firstpost. First time. August 14, 2017. Accessed September 2, 2019. 15. Chunkzz's External Links on IMDb Retrieval from Chunkzz (2017) Watch
the full movie online for free, Chunkzz Malayalam movie cast and crew director Omar Hamid (screenplay), Sanup Thykoodam (screenplay) cast vishak Nair, Honey Rose, Palo Varghese Chunkzz movie recap of the first 30 minutes of this film he guarantees, will be a riot-packed laughter with action as a beautiful girl makes entry into the testosterone-packed classroom. The rest of the film, however, revolves
around friendship and travel. The movie is not a star that suffers from it, and that's why I just stuck to the comedy this time too. I think I can't bank on any other kind of movie that doesn't have a star cast. Chunkzz is expected to be a better comedy compared to a happy wedding. Mechanical engineering students Romario, Reyes, Yodas, and Athamam believe that their lives are miserable as there are no
girls in their class. Much joy, a girl named Rhea joins their class and soon becomes their friends. Cast - Palo Varghese, Honey Rose, Darmaghan Bolgatty, Friend, Lall, Veshack Nair, Ganapathi S Podoval, Marina Michael, Anjali Anish Obasana, Kailash, Heresh Biromana, Reina Bashir, Benoit Nambala, Arjun Nando's Kumar, Shami Thelakan, Noreen Sharif, Ganapati, Marina, Reina Bashir, Heresh
Kanaran, Anjali Nair, Arjun Nandomar, Remya Fanferar, Barikoti Perumbaforor, Linto Rooney director - Omar Lulu , Omar Rantz is a comedy film. Directed by Omar Lulu, Omar, starring Palo Varghese, Honey Rose, Dharmagan Bulgati, Siddiq, Lall, Veshack Nair, Ganabati S Bodoval, Marina Michael, Anjali Anish Obasana, Kailash, Harish Birumana, Rina Bashir Benoit Nambala, Arjun Nandakumar,
Shammi Thelakan, Noreen Sharif, Ganabati, Marina, Reina Bashir, Heresh Kanaran, Anjali Nair, Arjun Nandakumar, Remia Vankar, Barikoti Birumbafor, and Linto Roni. Total reviews: 1239 1239
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